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In the 1990s, according to Channel 4 News, Dafoe's portrayal of
the Green Goblin became a controversy when he was working on
the film Spider-Man 2. In the film, the Green Goblin appears in a
voice-over to remind Spider-Man that he is a killer who hunted
those who were different and what he intends to do with the
symbiote. However, Dafoe claimed that the voice-over was his
personal interpretation of the character and that Raimi had
wanted the film to be different. A number of critics have stated
that Dafoe's portrayal of Norman Osborn became one of the most
recognizable villains of the 1990s; Pete Hammond of Total Film
called Dafoe's portrayal of the character as "the scariest villain to
come out of the Spider-Man franchise." A number of critics have
also praised Dafoe's performance in the 2010s for his dedication
to the character, especially in the character's early days when he
becomes obsessed with Spider-Man and to his physical
transformation. Justin Kroll of Variety stated that Dafoe is the
best actor to play Norman Osborn in any Marvel Cinematic
Universe film, with Miley Cyrus of The Wrap writing that he is the
"best Spider-Man villain" and the best face of the Green Goblin.
Hollywood.com stated that Dafoe's portrayal of the character was
one of the top five Marvel Cinematic Universe characters in the
Spider-Man film series, alongside the Spider-Man himself, Norman
Osborn, Venom, and Carnage. A Guardian critic wrote that
Dafoe's performance as Norman Osborn has been inspired by
people like James Dean, Marlon Brando, and Gordon Gekko, while
Hollywood.com writer Anthony Day described Dafoe's portrayal of
the character as "fucking disturbing and borderline evil".
Reviewing the film, IGN's review writer called the character's
actions in the film and his voice-over as "screamingly evil and
sadly hilarious", and that he is "a heartless, despicable bully who
knows just what buttons to push". IGN listed the character as the
sixth-greatest Spider-Man villain in the comics, and the tenth-
greatest Spider-Man villain in the films, writing that his backstory
of being bullied by Spidey's alter-ego Peter Parker was "a key
part of the character's development, and the actor who brought
this to life is damn near a shoo-in for the greatest villains of all
time award". Reviewing the films of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe, the site wrote that the Green Goblin was "arguably the
most sympathetic Spider-Man villain" in the films. Patrick
Coolican of Screen Rant wrote that the Green Goblin is "one of
Spider-Man's more interesting and compelling villains", though he
found that Dafoe's performance was "a little rough and
sometimes wooden" and that there are "a few miscast moments".
He praised his final confrontation with Spider-Man, while calling
Dafoe's vocal performance "a bit of a struggle to get through".
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Still, even though the Gatewatch weren't very important in the
story, this term still has strong meaning. Jace was the MC and the

only real character we've seen so far. He was a powerful
Planeswalker. He and his friends' heroic deeds have changed the

face of Magic. If it weren't for them, the story of the world
might've been very different. And as for the whole "The Gate"

thing, this is what it was about: a group of planeswalkers, coming
together, and doing their best to save the multiverse. And as for
the group, they were Jace, Nissa, Zendikar block Planeswalker
Chandra, the Gatewatch as a whole, and Gideon Jura and Jace.

People called them that, because even though their names
changed, they were the Gatewatch. They were given away to the

other planeswalker in order to create a starting point for their
journey. After they were given their Sealed Orders, by Nissa they

were able to activate their Sealed abilities and search for their
own Planeswalker, Jace. The Oath of Jace is a pledge made by all

of the Planeswalker, to work towards a common goal, and to
protect all life from the brink of destruction. Chandra's

Responsibility is to strengthen the Defenders of Kamigawa to aid
in the fight against Yojimbo and the Nip soldiers led by Hiyo, even

if it means giving their lives in the process. As Spider-Man
decides to investigate Prowler's latest kidnapping attempt, he
encounters the Goblin King and his Goblin Soldiers on the roof.
The Goblin King distracts Spider-Man so that Prowler and his
minions can escape. The Goblin Army leaves and warns the

Goblin King that his cunning has just cost him the Dark Goblin
suit. Elsewhere, Green Goblin and the Goblin King fight a one-on-

one battle. While the Goblin King has the upper hand, Green
Goblin is able to knock the Goblin King into space and then to a
wall, and then out a window. The Goblin King is then thrown into
the city below. When Spider-Man calls the police, the Goblin King

escapes. 5ec8ef588b
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